
DECEMBER 17, 1981 

The Board of County Commissioners, Manatee County, Florida, met 

in REGULAR SESSION in the Courthouse, Bradenton, Florida, Thursday, 

December 17, 1981 at 9:08 a.m. 

Present were Commissioners: 

Patricia M.^ Glass, Chairman 

Verribn" E. -Vickers, Vice-Chairman 

Claude E. McGavic 

Edward W. Chance 

Absent was: Westwood H. Fletcher, Jr. 

Also present were: 

Mary Greenwood, County Attorney 

Robert Fernandez, Assistant County Administrator 

Richard H. Ashley, Chief Deputy Clerk, representing 

R. B. Shore, Clerk of Circuit Court 

Representing the news media were Jud Magrin, Sarasota Herald- 

Tribune; and others who entered during the meeting. 

Invocation by Rev. Michael Breznan, Trinity Lutheran Church. 

The meeting was called to order by Chairman Glass. 

TRANSIT: FARE INCREASE/ROUTE CHANGES 

The Chairman declared public hearing (as published in The Bradenton 

Herald, November 16 & 30, 1981 ) open for the purpose of receiving 

comments on proposed increase in transit fares and changes of selected 

routes, including elimination of the Ellenton-Colony Cove Route and 

the portion of the Palmetto Route serving West Palmetto . 

Robert Hofmann, Assistant Director, Transportation Department, 

summarized changes suggested in memorandum of November 12, 1981: 

1. Increase Regular Fare - 50 cents to 80 cents. 

2. Senior Citizen Fare 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. - 25 cents to 40 cents. 

3. Student fare - 25 cents to 50 cents (Ticket only). 

4. Discontinue service to Ellenton-Colony Cove. 

5. Discontinue service to West Palmetto. 

6. Routes rescheduled to arrive at times coordinated with 

start and close of business, classes, etc. 

7. Late service (reservation-dispatch basis). 

8. Extend Route #3 to Carlton Arms; eliminate Braden Castle. 

Bess Seymour, Freda Gordon, Frank Buell and Brian Grimley requested 

continuation of service to Ellenton-Colony Cove. 

Public hearing was declared closed. Action was deferred until later 

in the meeting. 

ZONING 

Public hearings were opened for the purpose of considering Zoning 

Atlas amendments and recommendations of the Planning Commission 

submitted by Bruce Siciliano, Chief, Comprehensive Planning. 

Z-81-46 DORIS S. DA VIS - REZONE TO AF/R-3A - APPROVED 

(Deferred from December 10,1981) 

Mr Siciliano stated the R-3A district, as proposed, is not acceptable 

under the new Land Development Code, and recommended approval to AF 

overlay with R-1T townhouse quadplex district zoning. 

Ralph Nelson, R. E. Nelson, Inc., representing Petitioner, requested 

approval to R-3A and explained the reasons they wished to proceed 

under that plan. 
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Mr. Chance moved to approve the conceptual plan for the Dockside East 

Development and adopt Manatee County Ordinance No. Z-81-46 subject 

to the conditions set forth by the Planning Commission. Motion was 

seconded by Mr. Vickers and carried unanimously. 

RECORD ORDINANCE 

The Chairman declared public hearing closed. 

-^o. 

81-S-27 - GERALDSON SUBDIVISION - P/PLAT - APPROVED 

Request:Preliminary Subdivision Plat Approval(5 lot s) 

on 6.01 acres zoned A-l at the NE corner of the intersection 

of 99th St. NW and 9th Ave. NW. 

Planning Commission Recommendation: APPROVAL with waiver of 

recreational open space requirements. 

Dan Zoller and Thomas McCollum, Zoller and Najjar Engineering, 

representing Petitioner, requested waiver of sidewalk and fire hydrant 

requirements and approval of the plat as final . 

Mr. Chance moved to approve Preliminary Subdivision Plat No. 81-S-27, 

Geraldson Subdivision, with a waiver of recreational open space and 

sidewalk requirements. Motion was seconded by Mr. Vickers and carried 

unanimously. 

RECESS/RECONVENE 

After a brief recess, the Board reconvened with all members present 

except Mr. Fletcher. 

BEKER PHOSPHATE SETTLEMENT OFFER 

John Harllee, Attorney for Beker Phosphate Corporation, advised that 

representatives of Beker and the County are scheduled to appear in 

court on Wednesday morning, December 18, for reconsideration of an 

injunction filed against Beker. 

He outlined a settlement offer and proposed that: 

- Beker proceed with a rail project as per agreement with Seaboard 

Coast Line Railroad . 

- The County permit Beker to truck phosphate from the mine site to 

Port Manatee via State Road 64 while the rail facility is being 

constructed providing that Beker; 

a. Be limited to shipping one million tons annually and install 

scales at the mine site to prevent excess loading . 

b. Adhere to an agreed upon route and schedule of frequency of 

trips. 

c. Would not schedule any trucks to be on the highway during the 

period of time that school buses are scheduled to operate. 

d. Provide a security patrol to insure that the truckers are in 

compliance with all regulations. 

e. Will restore Logue Road Bridge to the condition prior to its 

collapse and maintain State Road 64 from the mine entrance 

to point 8.072 miles west in its current condition. 

- Beker agrees to conform to the mining plan submitted to the 

County. 

- Beker agrees to engage consultants to establish a monitoring unit 

which will be operated by Beker staff. 

William Earl, Environmental Attorney for the County, reminded the 

Board that acceptance of the settlement offer would constitute a 

temporary waiver of their rights to disallow it. 

Richard Eckenrod, Phosphate Mining Coordinator, commented that the 

points in the proposed settlement were general and that staff could 

not recommend acceptance without further study, clarification and 

probable refinement. 

Charles Hunsicker, Manatee County Utilities Department, recommended 

arrangements be made to provide the County with positive and 

reasonable assurance for protection of water supply. 
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It was brough-t out during discussion that the earliest date the Judge 

could reschedule the hearing, if necessary, would be late February 

or early March. Mr. Earl advised that such timing was unacceptable 

with Beker; however, in order to resolve the issues, staff needed more 

time to review and explicitly state the compromise in writing. 

The matter was deferred until later in the meeting. 

RECESS/RECONVENE 

The Chairman declared the meeting recessed until 1:30 p.m. 

The Board reconvened at 1:33 p.m. with all members present except 

Mr. Fletcher . 

COUNTY JAIL CONDITIONS 

Sheriff Thomas Bur ton referred to the possibility of renovating and 

utilizing the former Motor Vehicle Inspection (MVI) Station on 17th 

Avenue W., Bradenton, in lieu of the Palmetto jail, to alleviate 

overcrowded conditions in the County jail. He pointed out that the 

building has a built-in factor of enlargement and the same amount of 

money would be expended for that facility as for the Palmetto jail . 

Captain O'Brien, Sheriff's Department, submitted sketches of the 

proposed renovated facility, stating that it would be a stockade-type 

facility for the road gang and for prisoners kept on site to provide 

laundry functions. 

Bruce Hossfield, Planning and Development Department, reported that 

the site is zoned C-3 (Commercial) and a public building approval by 

the City of Bradenton ($55 fee) would be required. It was recommended 

that he confer with the City of Bradenton to determine the criteria 

necessary for approval. (Action was taken later in the meeting). 

Sheriff Burton recommended the Chairman be authorized to sign a letter 

to the Department of Corrections submitting the Sheriff's three-month 

plan developed to comply with the State's request for reduced 

population in the present jail facility. 

Mr. McGavic moved to authorize the Chairman to sign the letter. 

Motion was seconded by Mr. Chance and carried unanimously. 

RECESS/RECONVENE 

After a brief recess, the Board reconvened with all members present 

except Mr. Fletcher . 

ZONING (CONTINUED) 

After consideration, and upon motion by Mr. McGavic, seconded by Mr. 

Vickers, the Board unanimously APPROVED preliminary and final plats 

(7) as recommended by the Planning Commission and/or staff, and 

accepted the accompaning bonds and other related documents, as 

follows: 

(1) 81-S-34 - KID SUBDIVISION - P/PLAN 

Request: Preliminary Subdivision Plan Approval (5 lots) 

on approximately 1.59 acres at 5600 20th Street West. 

Planning Commissione Recommendation: APPROVAL with waiver 

of sidewalk and recreational open space requirements, and 

subject to installation of a fire hydrant at the 

intersection of 55th Avenue West and 20th Street West. 

(2) 81-T-4 - McMULLEN CREEK TRAVEL TRAILER PARK - P/PLAN 

Request: Preliminary Travel Trailer Park Plan Approval (347 

sites) on 26.6 acres zoned R-5 on the east side of Bayshore 

Road and south of McMullen Creek. 

Planning Commission Recommendation: APPROVAL subject to 

the following conditions : 

1. The sewage treatment plan on polishing ponds shall be 

elevated above the 13 foot M.S.L. elevation. The sewage 

treatment plan shall be considered a temporary facility 

and must be abandoned when the regional facility is 

complete. The cost of connecting to the regional 

facility shall be the developer's full responsibility. 
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2. A five-foot wide sidewalk: along Bayshore Road and 

internal pedestrian circulation are required . 

3. The fire hydrants shown on the plan are not sited 

properly to provide a maximum of 400 feet to each travel 

trailer site. This situation must be corrected. 

4. One sewage dumping station and one potable watering 

station will be required. 

5. Old Bayshore Road is designated as a minor collector 

on the Major Thoroughfare Plan requiring a right-of- 

way 66 feet wide. The existing right-of-way is 50 feet 

wide. Therefore, an additional 8 foot dedication is 

required. 

6. A 40 foot drainage easement for the existing ditch 

together with a 25 foot wide maintenance easement 

adjacent to the side of the ditch is required. 

7. A drainage easement for McMullen Creek, together with 

a 25 foot maintenance easement adjacent to the Creek 

i s required. 

(3) 78-S-10 - ELLENTON ACRES, UNIT II - F/PLAT 

FinalSubdivision Plat Approval(22 lots)on 27 acres south 

of Old Tampa Road at 99th Avenue East. 

Planning Commission Recommendation: APPROVAL of Final 

Subdivision Plat No. 78-S-10, Ellenton Acres, Unit II, and 

approval and acceptance of the defect security (Ellis First 

National Bank, $6,000.00 - by order of Ted Dowd.) 

(4) 78-S-13 - RIVERVIEW PINES, PHASE II - P/PLAT - APPROVED 

Request:FinalSubdivision Plat Approval(12 lots)on 7.63 

acres on Riverview Bvld., east of 71st Street N.W. 

Planning Commission Recommendation: APPROVAL of Final 

Subdivision Plat No. 78-S-13, and approval and acceptance 

of the defect security (Barnett Bank, $6.536.00). 

(5) 78-S-18 - BAYSHORE ESTATES PROFESSIONAL CENTER - P/PLAT 

Request :FinalSubdivision Plat Approval(8 lot's)on 5. 31 

acres 26th Street West, south of 60th Avenue West. 

Planning Commission Recommendation: APPROVAL of final 

Subdivision Plat Number 78-S-18. Bayshore Estates 

Professional Center, and approval and acceptance of the 

improvement bond (Barnett Bank, $12,467.40) and subdivision 

agreement (cashiers check to be held in escrow, Bayshore 

Insurance, Inc., by Gerald C Robinson, President.) 

Dan Zoller, Zoller and Najjar Engineering, representing the 

petitioner, requested waiver of the sidewalk requirements. 

RECORD AGREEMENT S31-74"; 

(6) 81-S-17 - LAKE TERRACE SUBDIVISION - F/PLAT 

Request:FinalSubdivision Plat ApprovalT9 lots) on 2.30 

acres west of 27th Street West, north of 47th Avenue West. 

Planning Commission Recommendation: APPROVAL of Final 

Subdivision Plat No. 81-S-17, Lake Terrace Subdivision, 

and approval and acceptance of the improvement bond 

(Commerce Mortgage Co., $56,135.20) and subdivision 

agreement (J & G Development Company, Inc.) 

RECORD AGREEMENT S31-748 

(7) 81-S-8 - KIMBERLYN ACRES - F/PLAT 

Request: Final Subdivision Plat Approval (5 lots) on 1.8 

acres on the south side of Whitfield Avenue at 1241 

Whitfield Avenue. 

Planning Commission Recommendation: APPROVAL of Final 

Subdivision Plat No. 81-S-8, KLmberlynn Acres, and approval 

and acceptance of the improvement bond (Ellis Bank & Trust, 

$5,050.00) and subdivision agreement (Timothy A. and 

Kathleen A. Krebs). 

RECORD AGREEMENTS31-749 
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T-1/65F - PINEY POINT MOBILE ESTATES (PHASE II) - 

F/PLAN - 
APPROVED______________________________ 

Request:FinalMobile Home Park Plan ApprovalCT56 lots) on 

27.59 acres zoned R-4B/AF on the north side of 89th Street (Piney 

Point Road), east side of U.S. 41. 

Planning Commission Recommendation: APPROVAL of Final Mobile 

Home Park Plan No. T-1/65F, Piney Point Mobile Estates (Balance 

of Phase II). 

Mr. McGavic moved to approve Final Mobile Hone Park Plan No. T-1/65SF, 

Piney Point Mobile Estates. Motion was seconded by Mr. Chance and 

carried unanimously. 

80-S-32 - FISHER CREEK FARMS - P/PLAT - DENIED 

Request: One year extension of a Preliminary Plat Approval on 

183 acres zoned A/WP, A-1WP, 2 miles south of SR 64 on west side 

of Bethany Road. 

Planning Commission Recommendation: APPROVAL of one year 

extension for preliminary Subdivision Plat No. 80-S-32, Fisher 

Creek Farms. 

Mr. Vickers moved to deny one year extension of a Preliminary 

Subdivision Plat 80-S-32, Fisher Creek Farms. Motion was seconded 

by Mr. Chance and carried unanimously. 

HOUSEMOVING (A. C. ENTERPRISE) 

Mr. Chance moved to approve housemoving request HM-81-20: 

Albert Cummings/A. C. ENTERPRISE - to move a building 

from 316 7th Street, Palmetto, to 707 25th Street East. 

Palmetto. 

Motion was seconded by Mr. McGavic and carried unanimously. 

VACATION OF STREETS/PETITIONS - VARIOUS 

Upon motion by Mr. McGavic, seconded by Mr. Chance, resolutions were 

unanimously adopted scheduling public hearings for January 14, 1982, 

to consider the following petitions : 

PALMA SOLA GARDENS 

81-V-8 Request by Raymond N. Phi Hips 7 Thomas L. & Theodora 

Young to vacate a certain portion of Anna Maria Way, 

between lots 4, 5 & 6. Block G; lots 1, 2 & 3, Block 

H, in Palma Sola Gardens. (Plat Book 4, page 74) 

RECORD RESOLUTION S31-750 

J. D. LAMB'S SUBDIVISION 

81-V-9 Request by Walter L. & Georgina P. Cullars to vacate 

all that certain alley between Lots 1,2,3,4 and 

11,12,13 and 14, J. D. Lamb's Subdivision. (Plat Book 

1, page 166) 

RECORD RESOLUTION S31-751 

FENNE COMMERCE CENTER 

81-V-10 Request by Baker & Baker, Inc to vacate a portion of 

a fifty foot right-of-way for Commerce Place, in Fenne 

Commerce Center. (Plat Book 10, page 81) 

RECORD RESOLUTION S31-752 

ONECO PARK SUBDIVISION 

81-V-ll Request by Robert H. Holman to Vacate a certain portion 

of a fifteen foot wide parti on of street lying south 

of and contiguous to that portion of lot 7, Block 23, 

Oneco Park Subdivision lying east of the right of way 

of SR 683, US 301. (Plat Book 1, page 217) 

RECORD RESOLUTION S31-753 

Z-81-4 DR. RONALD BAKER FEE WAIVER 

Kathy Snell, Acting Director, Planning and Development Department. 

via memorandum dated December 16, 1981, recommended waiving the $400 

application fee for Zoning Atlas amendment, P&D File No. Z-82-4, 

Rezone to C-l, since that property was inadvertently emitted from the 

County-initiated Zoning Atlas amendments. 
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Motion was made by Mr. Chance, seconded by Mr. McGavic, to approve 

the request (application) for a rezone and waive the fee. Motion 

carried unanimously. 

ROOFING CODE/AMENDMENTS 

Motion was/jnade by Mr. Chance and seconded by Mr. McGavic to authorize 

the Compliance Division, Planning and Development Department, to 

schedule a public hearing to consider a proposed Roofing Code and 

Amendments..' Ulotion carried unanimously. 

MANATEE PLAN: FUTURE LAND USE POSTERS 

Bruce Hossfield, Planning and Development Department, gave a brief 

presentation on Future Land Use Plan Posters illustrating the Sector, 

Corridor, and other policies of the Future Land Use Element of the 

Manatee Plan. 

RECESS/RECONVENE 

After a brief recess, the Board reconvened with all members present 

except Mr. Fletcher . 

COUNTY JAIL CONDITIONS 

In connection with the proposal to renovate the former MVI Station 

to alleviate overcrowded conditions in the County jail (discussed 

earlier in the meeting), Mr. McGavic moved that Staff be authorized 

to prepare the appropriate application to the City of Bradenton, that 

the fee ($55.00) be paid, and the item presented to the City as an 

emergency matter. Motion was seconded by Mr. Vickers and carried 

unanimously. 

TRAVEL AUTHORIZATION (GARGIULO) 

Upon motion by Mr. McGavic, seconded by Mr. Chance, travel 

authorization was unanimously approved for William Gargiulo, Whitcomb 

& Christoher, Certified Public Accountants, to attend a meeting with 

the Department of Natural Resources (Re Bayfront Park audit) in 

Tallahassee, Florida, December 21, 1982.l 

CLERK'S CONSENT CALENDAR 

Upon motion by Mr. McGavic, seconded by Mr. Chance, the Clerk's 

Consent Calendar dated December 17, 1981 was unanimously approved as 

follows : 

BILLS FOR PAYMENT: 

Bay-Con General - Elwood Park II Booster Station 

(Estimate #25) 

Larry K. Frazier - Exp. re Job Intrvw. (P&D) 

Attorney's Fees: 

Ross, Hardies, O'Keefe, Babcock & Parsons (11/81) 

Peoples, Earl, Moore & Blank: 

Mining Ordinance (Not MCUD Related; 9/21-10/20/81) 

Peoples, Earl, Moore & Blank: 

Mining Ordinance (MCUD Related; 9/21-10/20/81) 

Mixing Zone Rule Challenge (9/21-10/21/81) 

$200,000.00 

680.57 

15,425.66 

1.936.12 

2,417.44 

3,487.20 

Petition Challenging DER/Estech Stiement (7/18-10/20/81) 1,523.20 

Refund: Roy Dennison - Parks & Rec. (Golf Play Book) 87.36 

PUBLIC SAFETY COMPLEX 

Mr. Chance moved to approve Partial Payment No. 4 to 

Hobbs Construction (Public Safety Complex ) - 

Mrs. Glass stepped down as Chairman to second the motion. 

carried unanimously. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

$113,761 .80 

Motion 

Correspondence was acknowledged from Larry Patterson expressing his 

feelings about locating prison facilities in the County. 

RECESS/RECONVENE 

After a brief recess, the Board reconvened with all members present 

except Mr. Fletcher. 
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TRANSIT: FARE INCREASE/ROUTE CHANGES 

Discussion continued regarding the proposed fare increase and route 

changes for the Transit System as outlined in memorandum dated 

November 12, 1981, from Robert Hofmann, Assistant Director, Department 

of Transportation. It was suggested that route service to Ellenton- 

Colony Cove be maintained. 

Mr. Chance moved to accept the recommendation of the Highway 

Department as outlined in memorandum (dated November 12) with the 

exception of the Colony Cove run. Motion was seconded by Mr. McGavic 

and carried unanimously. 

LAWSUIT: PROPERTY APPRAISER VS. COUNTY, ET AL 

E. N. Fay, Jr., Mann & Fay Chartered, briefed the Board on a lawsuit 

filed by the Property Appraiser against the County, et al, pertaining 

to alleged improper audit selection. 

RECESS/RECONVENE 

After a brief recess, the Board reconvened with all members present 

except Mr. Fletcher . 

BEKER SETTLEMENT OFFER 

Pertainingtothe Beker settlement offer submitted earlier in the 

meeting, Mr. Earl briefed the Board on items discussed, which included 

Beker engaging in limited trucking until February 1; that an overall 

settlement would be reached by that date and, if all the County's 

concerns were not resolved, Beker would have to discontinue trucking. 

Some of the concerns that need to be resolved pertain to specificity 

of the mining and reclamation plans, secondary containment structures 

(wellfield), a monitoring program, transportation issues, changing 

the hearing date, scheduled for December 18, to March 1, and holding 

a substantial deviation hearing on February 26. 

Mr. Harllee advised that Beker could not agree to a reduction in the 

number of trucks coming from Polk County or disallowing trucking after 

February 1 if the issues are not resolved. 

During discussion, the Board concurred in eliminating reference to 

trucks coming from Polk County and allowing limited trucking until 

March 1. 

Mr. Fay suggested a motion to authorize the attorneys for the County 

to stipulate during the hearing tomorrow those things the Board of 

County Commissioners agreed upon today. Mr. McGavic so moved. Motion 

was seconded by Mr. Chance and carried unanimously. 

(SEE PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT.) 

MEETING ADJOURNED 

There being no further business, the meeting was declared 

adjourned. 

Attest: - APPROVED: 

^^-f^ 

ChaTrm Chafrman 7/^i~Ay 
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PARTIAL TRANSCRIPT 

(Board of County Commissioners Meeting - December 17, 1981) 

Beker Settlement Offer 

Mary Greenwood: The counsel for this are Bill Earl and Bill Fay. Do you 

want to make any comments before they make their presentation to 

explain what's happening? 

Bill Earl: No Ma'am, I think we would like to hear Mr. Harllee's 

presentation. 

John Harllee: Good morning. For the record I'm John Harllee, Attorney for 

Beker Phosphate Corporation. I have with me today Mr. Harry Durea 

(sp.) who is the outside director and Vice-Chairman of the Board 

of Beker Industries Corp, which is the "parent" of Beker Phosphate 

Corporation. We would like, first of all, to express our 

appreciation for the Commission opening the door Tuesday, week ago, 

to initiate discussions concerned possible settlement with your 

attorneys and we have been working very diligently since that time 

because of the pending Court date, which is set for tomorrow. It 

may seem that we've come a long way in a very short period of time, 

but I know that I have spoken to several of you on an individual 

basis last summer concerning a possible settlement. I know that 

Mr. Durea has also spoken to each of you on an individual basis and 

we had been, at least in our minds, thinking towards the lines of 

a settlement and what we could provide and I think to that extent 

is why we were able to come as far as we did in such short period 

of time. • 

The background section of the hand-out I furnished to you shows the 

principal activities that have taken place since December 8, the 

meetings that occurred between the attorneys and some of the staff 

people and it does not show all of the background that was done on 

both sides during the past ten days. I'd also like to say that your 

staff and your legal counsel have been most cooperative and most 

responsive in assisting us to arrive at this proposal today, and 

for that we are most appreciative. 

The first item under the settlement proposal is the fact that since 

December 8, Beker attorneys, excluding myself, have negotiated an 

agreement with the Seaboard Coastline Railroad and it has been 

executed. On Tuesday we furnished an unexecuted copy of the 

agreement to Mr. Goldstein that was telecopied over to Tallahassee 

where we were meeting, and this morning I furnished him with a 

signed copy of the agreement. It has been executed and it is in 

effect and it basically provides that Beker will construct the rail 

facility from it's mine site to the connecting rail head, which it's 

my understanding it's the willow(?) site, and that I think it's in 

or near Duette around the power plant. So that is in place. 

Mrs. Glass: What's'your' time schedule on that? 

Mr. Harllee: It's my understanding, I've not read the agreement personally, 

but it's my understanding that it provides for eighteen months. 

What we would offer from there is point two, is that while the rail 

facility is being constructed, that the County would not object to 

Beker trucking west from the mine site to Port Manatee over routes 

State Roads 64, 1-75, U.S. 301 and then U.S. 41 to Port Manatee. 

Mrs. Glass: U.S. 71 did you say? 

Mr. Harllee: No, 1-75, 301, U.S. 41. 

Mrs. Glass: U.S. 41. 

Mr. Harllee: Yes Ma'am. Last summer prior to the initiation of the 

proceedings before the Commission about possible substantial 

deviation, Mr. Eckenrod had contacted Tampa Bay Regional Planning 

48 4A 
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Council which in turn furnished him with a series of questions that 

were propounded at Beker. It required Beker to, we didn't have the 

in-house capability to answer the questions, so it required us to 

obtain a transportation consultant, which we did. It's Post, 

Buckley people and their staff out of Tallahassee actually worked 

on it and have come up with this particular route as being the most 

feasible route based upon all of the various factors in hand 

including the service level of the road which is measured -by DOT, 

the structural rating and -also in conjunction with the requirements 

of the Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council and in the Manatee County 

Comprehensive Plan, which provides for a level of service C. 

What we would propose is that Beker be allowed to ship a million 

tons on an annualized basis during this period of time, that Beker 

would install scales at the mine site to weigh each truck before 

it leaves to be assured that there is no excess loading of the 

vehicles. - Beker:would provide a security patrol similar to what 

I understand Tropicana employs that actually patrols the roads to 

see that the truckers are in compliance with all the regulations -- 

aren't speeding, aren't reckless, that type of thing — and also to 

schedule frequency of the trips so that they, the trucks, don't 

become congested. I think this could be handled fairly efficiently 

since all the trucks are going to be weighed leaving the mine site. 

The person that actually is operating the scales can control that 

situation. 

And, finally, Beker would agree to restore the wooden bridge that's 

on Log ue'Road to the condition, or to the same type of bridge, as 

it was prior to its collapse last spring. It's not the company's 

intention to use that road or the bridge in connection with any 

shipment by truck, but it hasn' t been replaced and 'Beker' s going 

to undertake that' to put it back in the same condition as it was 

prior to its collapse. 

And the last item is that, based upon conferences with DOT officials 

and reports from our consulting engineers, there are 8.072 miles 

of State Road 64 that is closest to the mine that is, I 'would say, 

suspect. The state has a structure rating system and these two 

segments, I think it's really about a half a mile, is rated at 62 

right now and the rest of it is a little 8.1 or 8.02 miles is rated 

at 58 and, as I understand it, that once a road gets to a structure 

rating of 60, it becomes suspect and DOT starts looking at it to 

see whether or not it should be included in its five year plan. 

So what we offer to do during the period of time'that Beker would 

utilize State Road 64 for this shipment of this type, that they 

would maintain the road and at the end of the period ass.ure that 

it is left in the same condition it is found in today. And since 

DOT has the capabilities of measuring this we think that that 

provides an adequate measure of when we're finished as to whether 

it's been maintained properly and what else needs to be done to it 

to leave it at that level. The rest of the route, my understanding 

from the consultants and the DOT people, there is no problem in 

terms of'physical damage to the.highways. They are^in sufficient 

shape and were designed to withstand this type of traffic. This 

just happens to be a much older section of the road and hasn't been 

improved in a long long time. 

And lastly, at the hearing that we had before Judge Smith, there 

was a concern expressed by a representative of the School Board 

concerning the safety for the school buses in the early morning and 

late afternoon. What we have proposed to do is to not have any 

trucks that relay to State Road 64, is not have any trucks on State 

Road 64, which I guess by implication would not be on any highways, 

during the period of time that the school buses are scheduled to 

operate in the morning and in the afternoon. 
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In connection with the returning vehicles, which would be unloaded, 

if the County desires for the trucks to return by another route, 

which the only ones that I could see by looking at a map necessarily 

involve County roads such as 675, that would be acceptable to Beker 

but we.did not want to suggest it. We did not know. if that would 

be something the County would consider but we are certainly open 

to doing that if that's.the County's desires. Otherwise we'd 

propose that the returning vehicles use the same route coming back. 

Mrs. Glass: Is there an alternate route? , 

Mr. Harllee: There are several ways they could come, Mrs. Glass. They could 

come on Mocassin.Wallow Road, which our consultants rated and 

suggest is a very good alternative at the present-time, and then 

up on, down 301 to what I call the Rutland Road, which I think it's 

675 and then back over to 64 and back around. Or they could go all 

the way up 301 up to off of 41 and then across Rutland Road and 

around. But we thought we'd, if the County wants to do that we're 

certainly willing to work that out with the County at some other 

time. In conjunction with this analysis, and so you'll understand 

that the presentation that was made to Judge Smith at the hearing 

was based on,, transporting of three million tons a year on an 

annualized., basis. So this. is considerably less than the evidence 

that was, .presented to him. And also this particular amount of 

tonnage, I think in most instances, remains at a level of service 

in terms of traffic flow A and B, maybe some sections were it is 

C, but no event does it go below C and that's the requirement as 

I understand, it that is in the new Comprehensive Plan that was 

passed. And also that's a criteria with a bottom line that's looked 

at in terms by Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council in terms of 

whether or not there is regional, impact. . 

And I might add that on Tuesday, Roy Young, who's co-counsel with 

me on Beker, and Mr. Goldstein met with Mr. LeFruse(sp.) who's a 

pavement design engineer for DOT and testified on behalf of the 

County-at the hearing. And, if^I can stand corrected, it's my 

understanding Mr. LeFruse said that the damages to the highways are 

difficult to quantify and that's the reason we made the offer, at 

the outset, that's the reason we.made the offer in the way we have 

that we would maintain the roads and leave them in the condition 

they are today rather than trying to tie a specific price tag to 

it in advance. But further Mr. LeFruse, I understand, stated that 

he had no problems with Beker using the roads to ship the phosphate 

by truck except that his concern for the structural damage to this 

little over eight miles and hopefully we've provided an answer for 

that.and for Mr. LeFruse. 

That was our understanding.of the paremeters of the negotiations 

when we went into the meeting on December 10 with County Attorneys 

and Mr., Eckenrod because we were focusing on the primary issues and 

litigation. They advised us on last Thursday that there were two 

other concerns by the County staff and those are included in items 

three and items four. 

Item three relates to an issue involving what type of mining plan 

did Manatee County approve when the Master Plan was approved and 

the operating permit was issued versus what type of filing Beker 

has made with the Department of Natural Resources. We have spent 

considerable time reviewing that during this past week. And our 

response to that is that, obviously, Beker is not permitted to mine 

anything other than what Manatee County has granted it permission 

to do and the Master Plan and to the extent that the Master Plan 

was superseded by the operating permit and to the extent that there 

are any differences in the filing that was made with the Department 

of Natural Resources, then that filing will be amended to reflect 

exactly was approved by the County and we will work with Mr. 

Eckenrod in getting it straightened out to his satisfaction in 

filing it. I honestly thought that the issue had been resolved 

because I made that same representation, in writing, I believe to 
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Mr. Fay when we were requesting that the reclamation bond be 

approved. So, hopefully, that will satisfy Mr. Eckenrod's concern 

about that and we do have the capabilities and will sit down and 

do that. 

The fourth point, is a. monitoring system that's required which we 

did not know was an issue until-last Tuesday and I think we've 

resolved that with Mr. Eckenrod by stating that Beker will engage, 

and we've received some quotes, an outside consultant to work with 

the County staff, Mr. Handle's office and Mr. Eckenrod in 

establishing a monitoring system. And we discussed with Mr. Earl 

and Mr. Eckenrod the, particularly with Mr. Earl based upon his 

experience in this area, continuing with a consulting firm or hiring 

an Environmental Specialist to be on Beker staff. And because the 

people that we have on the Beker staff presently while they have 

many many years of practical experience in operations, etc., they're 

not technically trained as what you would consider Environmental 

Specialists. And I think we've kind of come to a conclusion, based 

upon these conversations with Mr. Earl and Mr. Eckenrod, that during 

the period of time that the consultant is establishing the 

monitoring program that would be satisfactory to the County that 

Beker will begin interviewing and retain in-house, on staff, an 

Environmental Specialist that would be in charge of following 

through on a monitoring program and any other technical 

environmental-areas. . 
- 

. 
• • •••••• 

The last item which is not included on the list and which, until 

Tuesday, was my understanding was not going to be a part of any 

negotiations. Apparently, and I can stand corrected, but I think 

I understand what the issue is. It relates to the secondary dams 

that Beker is supposed to provide, vis-a-vis a well field, and it's 

a request of the Utilities System. I can only deal with it by 

giving each of you a fairly lengthy history if you don't mind 

because I don't think any of you were on the Canmission when we got 

started on this thing. But back when the DRI was approved, well 

first the secondary dams were not included in the original DRI that 

was turned down in 1974 by the County Commission. And one of the 

reasons, basically two reasons why they denied the DRI in '74 was 

at that point and time there had never really been a thorough 

hydrological survey of the area and they wanted Beker to do that 

first. And it was equivalent to doing all the types of studies that 

you had to do to get your SWFMD permit. And the other thing was 

that they didn't- feel that there had been sufficient demonstration 

of protection for the reservoir. And so we went ahead and did the 

hydrology study and made the second filing. I think the primary 

selling area was then located outside of the Manatee Watershed. 

And as an added feature we suggested installing the secondary dams 

and that, by so constructing or so designing the reclamation plan 

that at the end of mining these could be used as additional 

reservoirs. 

And Sarasota County appealed the DRI order and, ' in. the meantime, 

there'were some dredge and-f I'll .regulations adopted-by the DER which 

were not in effect at the time the DRI was approved originally so 

we were somewhat in a "Catch 22" position. And then when we filed 

the permit application to construct the secondary dams, DER refused 

to issue them because they said, number 1, we have approved your 

primary settling area and we'd look rather silly now giving you a 

permit to construct a secondary dam because it would kind of be 

contradictory to us saying that your primary settlement area is safe 

and satisfactory.. And secondly, it smells like to us you're trying 

to build a reservoir because these dams aren't designed-exactly like 

they would be designed if they were going to be secondary 

containment structures. 

And so after numerous discussions with the DER staff and the County 

people attending with us, we resolved that they would allow Manatee 

County to just assume the permit applications if Beker had filed 

and then the County could get the permits and Beker could continue 

with building the dams and they would be under the guides of a 

public water system resevoir. There's some slippage there. I'm 
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not going to point a finger at anybody, but that didn't come about 

in a lost momentum in Tallahassee and there was changes in the 

secretary of DER and we lost a lot of ground there. And now it's 

my understanding that the County has withdrawn the permit 

application and abandoned that request -- at least according to what 

I've been told. 

So I assume what Mr. Hunsicker was suggesting to us was that, since 

the County can't get permits for the secondary dams and since Beker 

made a commitment to assist the County in its water supply system 

back in 1975, if somehow we could delete the requirement for the 

secondary dams and the DRI would be interested in making a similar 

commitment to a well field is the way I was reading the 

conversation. And that really is not an issue that's on the table 

today in terms of a problem area with the Beker project per se. 

It is, I think, a problem that cannot, I mean an issue, that cannot 

be resolved today, tomorrow or in the next thirty days because, if 

in fact that is what was being requested, we would have to have the 

DRI order modified to take out any requirements for the secondary 

dams because, right now, Beker is required to build those dams 

sometime during the life of the mine. And certainly, if that's now 

the County's desires and given the commitment that's already been 

made by Beker to the County, we are willing to sit down and talk 

about it and get all the specific details at exactly what it is and 

try to achieve that goal. We have no desire to avoid that 

commitment at all. In fact, we offered, with no cost to the County, 

to try to help wrestle that permit through and have no intention 

(?). 

So that's the basics of Beker's proposal. We've tried to structure 

it in a context of the preliminary injunction that was issued by 

Judge Smith. And we've tried to work as fast and as hard as we 

could realizing that we have a hearing tomorrow and we've got some 

operational problems. Beker is prepared to comply with the 

preliminary injunction that was issued and it is prepared to begin 

shipment of its rock. However, we are not prepared to ship it to 

Port Manatee at this time. 

And so what I'd suggest is that item number, well actually it would 

be items 1 and 2 dealing with the transportation and the rail, that 

if the County is so inclined, could instruct its attorneys to 

stipulate before Judge Smith a modification or an amendment to the 

preliminary injuction which would then, by the nature of the 

injunction itself, require Beker to come back and ask the County to 

modify the DRI in that regard but at the same time during this 

eighteen month period would permit Beker to transport on this 

limited basis. The difference in the mining and reclamation 

documents, the monitoring and the apparent request by Manatee 

County's Utilities System could be, I guess -- the best way to 

handle that is confirmed by a letter to the County Commission since 

it's really not an issue with Judge Smith. And that, in sum, is the 

proposal that Beker would make and Mr. Durea (sp.) is here today 

to speak for the Company. 

Mrs. Glass: Thank you, Mr. Harllee. Mr. Durea (sp.). 

Mr. Durea: Madam Chairman, I'm prepared to say on behalf of Beker 

Industries, the "parent" Company, that if this honorable body of 

the County Commissioners of Manatee County accept this proposal, 

that the proposal has been reviewed by senior management of the 

"parent" company. And the senior management of the company stands 

behind it as it has been enunciated by Mr. Harllee and it's our 

desire to move ahead as swiftly and as rapidly as we can to comply 

with the request that the County has directed to us. 

Mrs. Glass: Thank you gentlemen. Mr. Earl. 
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Mr. Earl: Madam Chairman, members of the Board. I'm Bill Earl, the County's 

Environmental Attorney. With me today on this matter is Mr. Fay 

and Mr. Go Id stein who are the trial counselors. I, too, would like 

to, pursuant to your instructions, we began meetings with Beker last 

week and listened to their proposals as opposed to negotiating 

pursuant to your instructions.' At the outs-et, let me say before 

anything else, that there has been very substantial progress in 

terms of the mutual understanding of the problem and I think a very 

sincere desire'on both sides" to resolve "this, if at all, in the best 

'possible way. 

We're before you today because, as you know. Judge Smith issued an 

injuction against Beker which said until they come before you and 

modify that development order, and'come before you and get that 

substantial deviation determination, they cannot utilize trucks from 

the mine west. That injunction Beker has asked the judge to 

reconsider"that, that will happen tomorrow which is the key reason 

we are here right now before you today. Counsel, Mr. Fay, Mr. 

Goldstein and I concur that there is a possibility the judge could 

modify that injunction but it is not probable that he will. We say 

that because the judge's injunction was premised upon Beker coming 

before the County to start the substantial deviation question, 

modify that. development order and have the transportation as you 

analyzed. That hasn't yet"occurred. Counsel also advises you now 

'that if"you're desirous after; staff will be up shortly to provide 

their insight analysis of it, if you desire to accept a settlement 

offer and allow transportation by Beker by truck from the mine site 

'to the Port under the specified routes and conditions, that 

constitutes a temporary waiver-of your rights to disallow that. 

We s'ay that because Florida Statute Chapter 380 requires that you 

hold a public hearing and that the public, all segments of the 

public, be allowed to voice their concerns that the Regional 

Planning Council be able to advise you of their "concerns regarding 

this matter before you make a decision as to whether you are going 

to modify that development or not. So what you would be doing today 

would b'e," in the litigation, "expressly and' temporarily waiving the 

rights to bar them until your 'development order process is 

complete."'"''• " ; • • 

I think Mr. Harllee has adequately addressed the substance of the 

discussion, but as I said there has been good faith on both sides 

and people"have earnestly made "an effort to resolve this. I think 

at this time Mr. Hunsicker and Mr. Eckenrod and Mr. Wilford or 

anyone else here,' Transportation people, would come forth perhaps 

and answer your questions' specificalTy on the various aspe'cts. 

Mrs. Glass: Thank 'you.' Thank you, gentlemen. If you would step 'down for 

just a'moment "and we'll have staff here, and we'11...just 

Mr. Earl: By way of further information I might" say we have in fact received 

what 'purports' to be, and we have all.'the reason 'to believe, a signed 

copy 'of "the contract with the railroad. Time is of the essence 

contract and the railroad completed in eighteen months(?), there 

are however, as is usual in any contract of that nature, provisions, 

'forced major (?) provisions, if anything happens beyond the 

raiFroad' s "control or the company's co'ntrol. But they do have a 

signed "contract, we have not"reviewed the specific terms of it yet. 

With that I'll turn it over to Mr. Eckenrod and Mr. Hunsicker for 

their comments to you. 

Mr. Eckenrod": It was only this morning that "Mr. Goldstein outlined to us 

what the specific points of the proposed settlement were going to 

be as he'd"heard them from Mr. Harllee. To my knowledge it wasn't 

until just'a minute ago we received written itemization of these 

comments and, even in the form present'ed this morning, they are 

rather general terms of their proposed settlement. Before the staff 

could recommend 'to the Board an acceptance of that offer based on 

the information presentated this morning, well we simply could not 

make that recommendation, but would point out that we would require 
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further time to study that and work with Beker to refine the details 

of that and work out specific language in a manner that is fully 

satisfactory to the County. I can only offer that, as staff, we 

are prepared to make our best efforts to meet them as soon as 

possible and work toward that objective, but realizing that we are 

going into a holiday period here in which that certain key members 

won't be here during that period. We realistically expect that it 

probably wouldn't be until some time in mid-January before we could 

be back before you with some firm detailed proposal which would be 

acceptable to the staff. 

. Glass: Thank you. Mr. Hunsicker? 

Hunsicker: I would not like to speak specifically to the terms that have 

been described in items one through five in that presentation made 

by Mr. Harllee, but I think it would be appropriate to discuss 

briefly the recommendations by Utilities staff in regards to the 

issue of protection of water supplies. We see this situation and 

issue as, obviously, a very important one to the County for water 

supply protection and have sought to recommend that a meaningful 

change be made to improve the environmental protection afforded by 

the operation on the Beker properties, to provide assurances to 

protect our water supply not only during mining, but following 

reclamation, both the water quantity and the water quality 

involved. And finally, to, again, to provide for the long-term 

water supply needs, possibly of the County, if you would, a mutual 

system of such type. The recommendations which we have offered 

during the course of the last several weeks and have seriously 

considered over the last several months for Beker Phosphate 

Corporation are very much in line with the previous decisions and 

recommendations which we have made to you in regards to another 

phosphate operation in Manatee County, Four Corners Mine. That all 

the benefits that ascribe to a well field system for backup and 

emergency supply would also ascribe to this Beker operation and we 

feel it would be a superior program to seek. And Mr. Harllee has 

indicated the willingness to discuss this matter and we would be 

hopeful that those types of arrangements could be made and should 

be made to provide the County with positive and reasonable assurance 

for protection of water supply, and would defer to Mr. Wilford, our 

Utility Director, for any other comments he may wish to make on that 

issue. 

. Glass: Mr. Wilford, do you have any comments at this point? 

Wilford: I think Mr. Hunsicker has pretty well stated 

issue that needs to be discussed and resolved and 

have shown a willingness to sit down and begin to 

I think that's important. 

it and it is an 

I think that they 

discuss that and 

, Glass: Thank you. Mr. Eckenrod, from your comments, other County 

staff, the Transportation Department and others have not had an 

opportunity to look at the terms of this settlement. 

Eckenrod: Almost as much opportunity as I have had. They've had the 

list this morning. Transportation Department representatives and 

Pollution Control. Just to hear an outline of what has been 

proposed. 

, Glass: Do you have an idea of, just from the information here this 

morning, the number of trips generated per day under this new 

plan? 

Eckenrod: I believe the figure is two hundred and fifty trips per day. 

That's one hundred and twenty-five going, full trucks, and one 

hundred and twenty-five returning empty. 

, Glass: Thank you. Are, questions from the Board? 

Eckenrod: Let me, if I might add, I think in their proposal they have 

presented a basis for settlement, a basis for negotiations. 
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Mrs. Glass: You are saying a basis for negotiations which need further 

refinement. 

Mr. Eckenrod: Yes. 

Mr. McGavic: Madam Chairman. Further refinement or clarification? You said 

you haven't even had time to look at it yet. 

Mr. Eckenrod: Probably-both. Clarification and - - 

Mrs. Glass: Mr. Earl? Go ahead, Mr. Eckenrod, finish your statement. 

Mr. Eckenrod: I was just going to say probably refinement and 

clarification. . , . 

Mrs. Glass: Thank you. - . 

Mr. Earl: My only comment, Mrs. Glass, would be that should the Board desire 

to defer this matter, I would very strongly suggest that you set 

a very specific time period for staff to come back with a specific 

report and recommendation. I think Beker is entitled to an answer. 

Mrs. Glass: Thank you. Mr. McGavic has some questions for you, Mr.. Earl. 

Mr. McGavic: Mr. Earl, if this Board is going to seriously consider these 

proposed compromises, what effect will that have on the hearing 

tomorrow? Would you ask for a continuation of that hearing until 

a date.certain?. .'.; 

Mr. Earl: We-have.asked-Beker to set the hearing. .We've- asked them to do 

that. Apparently counsel advises that the Judge's calendar is so 

full that he cannot set it within the next thirty days and they 

thought that time-could straighten, would be unacceptable I 

believe. . . - 

(Unrecognizable): Late-February or early March. 

Mr. Earl: They say the earliest the Judge could set it down again would be 

late February or .early March.. - , 

Mr. McGavic: And that would be unacceptable to Beker? 

Mr. Earl: Yes Sir. That's what they told us. 

Mr. McGavic: Then. we have no time except until.. nine o'clock, in the morning 

f.or staff to get together and- review the proposed settlement. Is 

that a .fair statement? 

Mr. Earl:- Part of it,-Mr. McGavic, is not just the review but getting down 

in writing some of it, some of the specific items so everyone 

understands that we don.'t. have to go-through this process again 

without exactly what each side understands and how they are going 

to do it. I think it really needs to be set down explicitly. 

j k ' ' 

Mr. McGavic: I don't want you to give your case away if we end up at that 

hearing tomorrow but you indicated that substantial progress has 

been made and it's possible that the Judge would rule in favor of 

Beker but not probable. Would you go over those reasons again for 

that statement.- 

Mr. Earl: Because, the Judge conditioned his, there's two reasons 

essentially, factually we don't think they've produced enough 

additional-evidence for the-Judge to modify as it-were . 

Mr. McGavic: But, let me interupt here,.but you think they perhaps have 

produced enough information to justify a compromise. .Is that what 

I''m hearing? 
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Mr. Earl: I think they have produced, come forward and indicated a sincere 

desire to resolve these issues and have taken very substantial steps 

towards that, Mr. McGavic. But I don't think it's to the point yet 

where its specific enough for staff to be able to review it and come 

before you tomorrow morning and tell you yes or no. 

Mr. McGavic: Please continue then. 

Mr. Earl: The other factor was that the ultimate decision on the analysis 

of the transportation lies with this Commission under Chapter 380. 

What these impacts are, that has to come back before you, as the 

Judge said, until they modify the development order through that 

substantial deviation process. He was adjoining the use of trucks. 

That is the other factor which hasn't changed -- they have not come 

forward under 380 to get a substantial deviation permit. 

Mrs. Glass: Thank you. Mr. Chance? 

Mr. Chance: Thank you. Madam Chairman. Mr. Earl, one of the things that 

bothers me about this proposal this morning is that the company's 

going to use roads that would have> studies would have been done 

by the Regional Planning Council -- the impact on the roads and the 

traffic situations in those areas. It bothers me a little bit that 

our back's against the wall. We're going to have to make a decision 

without enough information to base an intelligent decision on. 

The 301 section that they're talking about, between 1-75 and 41, 

is a heavily congested area at this time. I just wonder what 250 

more trucks per day on this highway now, that short section of 

highway that you can hardly get in and out on the highway, is going 

to have and I don't like to make a decision without that 

information. I'm not an expert and I don't like to have the 

pressure applied on the pressure point you know, but that's what's 

happening here. We've got to make a decision that could have been 

made had we known Beker was going to transport their rock by truck 

during the DRI process. That bothers me. I'll be honest with you, 

I don't know if I'm prepared to make that kind of a decision unless 

I see the results of those studies and have someone assure me that 

it's not going to cause a big problem and that it's not going to 

upset things out there to the point where people are going to be 

getting killed or more accidents and so forth and so-on. I think 

that's the reason for the process. I think that's the reason that 

the substantial deviation clause, or whatever is in the process, 

evidently it's a needed process or it wouldn't be there and it 

wouldn't be that way. So I'd like some direction from you. You 

say that if we do that we are going to waive, temporarily waive 

our rights, waive the Regional Planning Council's rights, I'm 

uncomfortable with that. 

Mr. Earl: We'd be temporarily deferring your determination on final 

resolution of whether or not this is a substantial deviation in the 

analysis of this impact until Beker comes forward to you. As you 

did indicate staff started, I think in January of this year, asking 

Beker to come forward on this issue. This could have been resolved 

quite a bit of time ago I suspect. We've had it happen. 

Mrs. Glass: Are there any other questions? 

Mr. McGavic: Madam Chairman, I have a question. 

Mrs. Glass: Mr. McGavic. 

Mr. McGavic: I don't l<now who would respond. If we are talking about two 

hundred and fifty trips a day, is that a twenty-four hour day or 

an eight or ten-hour day or 

Mr. Earl: That's over the twenty-four hour period. Although, recognizing 

that from four to six of those hours they wouldn't be shipping, if 

they were going to avoid the school bus hours. 
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Mr. McGavic: Okay. 

Mrs. Glass: If'they were going what? 

Mr. Earl: Avoid the school bus traffic. 

Mrs. Glass: That's right. The hours are curtailed somewhat. 

Mr. McGavic: Madam Chairman, I would say at this point and time that it 

appears substantial progress has been made but we are at the 

eleventh hour. I would also note that Mr. Durea has come to my 

office on several occasions recently and indicated that he thought 

progress was being made, that the staff of the County was working 

with the representatives from Beker, and that it appeared that 

compromises were about to be reached, at least at that level, and 

that the reports would be coming to us today. Apparently, the staff 

didn't get all the information until this morning and really can't 

give us a complete recommendation at this point and time. I think 

it's unfortunate that a delay, because of the court calendar, would 

put Beker in a position of finding that delay unacceptable. But 

I really can't see how we can make the decision without a firm staff 

recommendation at this time. 

Mrs. Glass: Thank you. Mr. Earl, I think this was tendered, or this matter 

was discussed at the request of Beker Industries and I think today 

there is some action forthcoming from this Board —• at least an 

indication of what the feelings are, whether continue negotiations. 

I don't think it's a matter of accepting or denying an offer today, 

do you feel that way? 

Mr. Earl: I feel the Board has to make that determination based on staff's 

recommendations, Mrs. Glass. I think if there is a deferral, as I 

said, I think'Beker is entitled to a very specific date that the 

staff has to make their recommendations. 

Mrs. Glass: All right, then'I'm trying to tie in the court case and all of 

that business, but obviously from what I've heard from two of the 

Commissioners that this should be deferred until we have more 

information. 
' ' 

Mr. McGavic: Madam Chairman, I would ask in a moment if representatives from 

Beker can help us out anymore in this present situation. If they 

can't then I would have to recommend that we defer this matter to 

a date certain in mid-January. That would give us time to review 

the data, have it presented to the Board for consideration, some 

further negotiations if necessary with Beker representatives prior 

to the next available court date on the judge's docket. I think 

that's the position we've been put in but if Beker representatives 

can offer something else, I'm certainly open to consideration. 

Mrs. Glass: On that note, Mr. Earl, it might be advisable for you to have an 

opportunity to speak with the applicant. I'm not quite certain I 

know what Mr. McGavic means though, I mean these are the terms under 

which this is offered today. 

Mr. McGavic: Madam Chairman, if, let me try'again. We have the terms before 

us and I appreciate the good faith effort on the part of Beker, but 

I'm suggesting to Mr. Harllee and his clients that because of a time 

factor we may not be able to consider this offer prior to tomorrow's 

hearing. I think we're put in a position of having to wait until 

mid-January to make that decision on the terms of this offer. If 

we fail to accept the offer at that time, you could be scheduled 

for the next available time on the judge's docket in February. 

Mr. Harlee: Mr. McGavic, Mr. Chance. First was that from a timing factor 

we're talking about operations, and Beker, after Judge Smith entered 

the original preliminary injunction, has made arrangements and can 

shift, but Port Manatee can't receive it and it's going to be 

painful for Beker but it's also likewise going to be very painful, 

I think, in the long haul, for Port Manatee. I'm not saying this 

as a threat, I'm just saying what's practical. And if other 
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arrangements are made, they could very well be permanent 

arrangements. So when, we have no desire to do that. And that was 

the reason that we were going back to Judge Smith and had already 

made plans to do that, and ask him to give us basically the same 

type of relief, maybe not on his broader terms because it only 

includes transportation, because that's the only thing at issue. 

If we were faced with doing that, roll the dice, and see what 

happens, so when you all were kind enough to authorize your 

attorneys to negotiate with us we seized upon that opportunity to 

work as hard as we could because we'd rather do it that way. 

So that's the problem, it's an operational problem at this time. 

In terms of information, the County had, I don't know the name of 

the gentlemen's firm, but they had, your staff had Mr. Mudd/ who 

testified at the last hearing, do an analysis. It's had the 

availability of Mr. Othuse(sp.), who is a pavement design 

engineer with DOT, and go out and do an analysis. 

And the route that we're talking about is the one that was testified 

about at the hearing back in October, so they've known the route 

for a long time. And, grant it, the testimony that was presented 

at the hearing was based on an annualized three million tons a year 

as opposed to an annualized million tons a year. They have, your 

staff has the structural rage(?), or should have them, of all these 

roads. They do have, because I took Mr. Mudd's deposition, all the 

traffic counts. .They know what the level of service is on those 

roads, just like our consultants do. And, they know, I think they 

know that the traffic generated from a million tons a year, in terms 

of traffic flows, level services C or better, A or B in most parts. 

And, I think they know that that roughly eight and a half of miles 

that I mentioned is the, from a structural standpoint, is the 

roadway in question. 

So, I mean, you know, there is more information on both sides. 

Really, obviously, it's been discussed here today or your attorneys 

wouldn't have been prepared to go to trial in October. They had 

that information. But, if you care to step further, that's why we, 

you know, stipulated and agreed to produce Mr. Rick Hall for Mr. 

Goldstein to interview on short notice in Tallahassee on Tuesday 

so that he'd have an opportunity to talk to him and make an analysis 

of what he had to say. We fried, bent over backwards in a period 

of time .frame including, I think, moving the mountain by getting 

the railroad to sign a contract to do this. 

And if, and we don't have any problem, I tried to get the court date 

set off. And we got into a problem trying to work toward the middle 

of January, recognizing that it's probably in the interest of both 

people, but at this point and time we've got a production problem, 

commitments, etc., and have made arrangements, like I said, to 

comply with the preliminary injunction if the Judge does quantify 

and can go that way. So, you know, if we could have gotten put 

off 'til the middle of January I think we could have survived until 

then, until we can see exactly how everything's going to place. 

But we couldn't, and that's just a problem that we've got. I might 

suggest to you, and this is just something that we were just 

telling, back here talking about, was that we would not be opposed 

to putting off the, uh. 

Well, first of all I'd like to correct Mr. Eckenrod, it's not, 

although it's not a big difference, but it's not really 125 trucks 

a day loaded. On a 360 day year using 25 ton trucks and trucking 

20 hours a day, it's 111 loaded trips so it's 222 trips, using 

25 ton trucks. I think you could use probably use one with a pay- 

load of 28 tons, but I just worked out the map with 25 tons. 

Mr. Chance: Let me ask you something, Mr. Harllee. You're going to have 

people patrolling to make sure that these trucks are following the 

right routes and everything. 
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Mr. Harlee: Yes. 

Mr. Chance: Do you plan to mark those trucks so they can be identified? 

Cause you know and I know that if you get a chance you're going to 

take a short cut and truck drivers earn a livin" by the amount of 

trucks they haul and so forth and so-on, and I think all this has 

to be taken into consideration. 

Mr. Harllee: .Well, obviously, we haven't entered into a contract with 

anybody yet but, and I don't want to put anybody into a'competitive 

disadvantage. But the. firm that is, I would say, under the most 

consideration is one that is already operating. Not for Beker but 

for another firm here in Manatee County and apparently has done a 

satisfactory job and their trucks are marked and we would.see that 

they're marked and see that they're patrolled. 

Mr. Chance: Let me ask you another question. How many tons of phosphate 

right now is Beker hauling to Port Manatee over the roads? 

Mr. Harllee: I can be corrected, but I think it's a million one on an 

annualized basis? That's about it. 

Mr. Chance: Are these trucks used in the' routes that you've outlined here 

this morning? 

Mr. Harllee; No, they're coming from Polk County. Through Hillsborough, 

they come, I don't know the exact road numbers but it is my 

understanding, I've been told, that they come from Polk County. 

Mr. Chance: Down Mocassin Wallow Road? 

Mr. Harllee: No, they better not be. They come from Polk County down 301 

through Sun City, whatever that road number is, and down 41. I have 

seen the same company's trucks on Mocassin Wallow, but I don't think 

they are hauling for Beker. I mean they got (inaudible). What I 

was going to say was in terms of the postponement, we wouldn't have 

any trouble with that and that would allow us, perhaps, an 

opportunity to get together and refine the thing recognizing the 

time constraints both sides are working under. If we could have 

some relief during this period of time that we are trying to work 

it out, and if we. can't work it out, then we realize we just all 

have to go back to court. Or Beker would just drop it and comply 

with;the preliminary injunction. 

Mrs. Glass: Alright. Mr. Vickers? Mr. McGavic asked and then Mr. Vickers. 

Mr. McGavic: Mr. Harllee, a moment ago you indicated that a month's delay 

would cause you problems because the Port couldn't unload your 

product. 

Mr. Harllee: By rail. 

Mr. McGavic; What difference does a month's delay mean with respect to the 

issue before us? And the rail, it's going to take you eighteen 

months to build the rail. I don't see the connection between 

hauling by rock and 

Mr. Harllee: Well you see, Mr. McGavic, we would have to make commitments at 

Other receiving areas and once we do that it's not going to be a 

Mr. McGavic: Well that's not a problem for the Port though, that's a problem 

for your shippers. I've received quite a bit of correspondence from 

Beker representatives pressuring the Port to take some action with 

respect €o this issue and some even contradictory correspondence. 

So I'm a little confused how a month's delay in a hearing is going 

to make any difference with respect to a rail line that's to be 

constructed eighteen months from now and shipping by truck in the 

interim. 
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Mr. Harllee: Let me see if I can explain it to you this way. The mine's 

producing rock at this moment that has to be shipped. If we ship 

it by rail as suggested in the preliminary injunction, it's got to 

go to another Port to be unloaded. And it's not a matter of want 

really we're talking about, you know, it could be a period of time 

that it does take to construct the rail. And that was the reason 

that we requested that we be allowed to use trucks on this interim 

basis so that we could continue to utilize Port Manatee while the 

rail facility is being constructed. 

Mrs Glass: Mr. Vickers. 

Mr. Vickers: Mr. Harllee, your moving at a million 

by other sources not from your mine. Will 

in, and plus the additional million out of 

Mr. Harllee: No, it will eliminate 

tons into the County now 

you continue to move it 

this particular mine? 

Mr. Vickers: Then you will eliminate that haul that you're moving a million 

in through other means and strictly be out of the mine hauling in 

there. 

Mr. Harllee: Yes, that's my understanding. 

Mr. Vickers: If you don't get a favorable ruling tomorrow, how far will this 

put you back? 

Mr. Harllee: Well it would only have a, if the judge just affirms his 

present order, it, in terms of production, I don't think it would 

be any kind of a setback. It's just in terms of where your gonna 

ship it to us, send it to Louisiana(?). That's what it amounts 

to. 

But you know, like I said, if we could have some temporary relief 

during the, if we can get a jury time sometime in February or 

whatever, so that that would allow your staff ample time to review 

everything and if they feel a more definitive agreement is 

necessary, they can work on that. Perhaps we can get it all 

resolved without too much difficulty. 

Mr. Vickers: Do you feel or do not feel that within the last few weeks that 

with the, being able to work with our attorneys and our staff and 

the, basically the feeling of the Board that we're willing to try 

and negotiate, being you've made arrangements with the Seaboard 

Coastline, do you feel like that we are unreasonable now? 

Mr. Harllee: You mean in wanting some time to review it? 

Mr. Vickers: Yes. 

Mr. Harllee: No sir, not necessarily. We're just working against a set of 

circumstances that may have been of Beker's own making or of they 

could have for other reasons, but we find ourselves in these 

circumstances and that was the preface of our remark. We tried 

to structure the proposed settlement in context to the preliminary 

injunction so that the court would pertain jurisdiction in the event 

there was some slippage somewhere. 

and I very seldom do 

you were sitting here 

we as the Board of 

you agree? 

Mr. Vickers: Let me coin one of Mr. Chances' phrases, 

this because I always try and use my own. If 

where I'm sitting and getting the information 

County Commissioners are getting today, would 

Mr. Harllee: With this proposal? 

Mr. Vickers: Yes. 

Mr. Harllee: I would say yes but perhaps I have access to much more 

information than has been provided to you, but I don't think I have 

any 
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Mr. Vickers: I'm speaking of, if you're sitting in my seat and you've gotten 

just the'information I've gotten. I'm not trying to put you on a 

spot but Mr. Chance did and I thought maybe I'd try. 

Mr. Harllee: Let me finish saying. I don't think I have any more 

information available to me that your attorneys and your staff do 

and I honestly don't think they need to study it any longer. They 

know it. 

Mrs. Glass: Mr. Earl, do you have a comment? I'm sorry, I thought you 

indicated before that you had any 

Mr. Earl: No ma'am. Not unless the Board has another question. 

Mr. McGavic: Madam Chairman. 

Mrs. Glass: Mr. McGavic. 

Mr. McGavic: Let'me ask Mr. Earl again. This proposed compromise is 

presented to us today for our consideration. Do we have to accept 

it, or reject it, or can we ask the petitioners to grant us more 

time and by doing that, have them ask the judge for a continuation? 

Mrs. Glass: Mr. McGavic, that was my earlier question in order to try to 

move the business forward. 

Mr. McGavic: Well, I'm trying to get clarification. 

Mr. Earl: Sir, if you as an elected official determine that you need more 

time to make the decision you're called upon to make, or more 

information, I think, obviously, you're entitled to request that 

or determine that you do want that time. 

Mr. McGavic: Do we, as the County in this litigation, have the right to ask 

for the continuation, or must the petitioner ask for that 

continuation? 

Mr. Earl: We can certainly ask the court also for that time. 

Mr. McGavic: Thank you. 

Mrs. Glass: All right. Mr. Goldstein. 

Mr. Goldstein: I would like to point out that we have asked the court to try 

to reschedule, that Mr. Harllee has properly represented that. 

There was no other time available in January and we have filed a 

notice with the court to just hear a part of the pleadings raised 

by Beker. That is their request for a rehearing but not the 

(inaudible). What the court will do 

Mrs. Glass: The action that we need to take is either to accept this offer, 

or to reject it, or to defer action on it in order to work out the 

details if, in the event, you do defer action, is the way I see it. 

And what I am going to do at this point is, it's noon, and I would, 

I'm either going to have the Board give some clear direction or I'm 

going to defer this and take it up as the last item today along 

those many other items we put off until 4 or 5 o'clock. Because I 

intend to move to the Sheriff's request at 1:30 and at 2:00 resume 

our Planning session That's for the benefit of staff and everyone 

so you'll know that and for those people who are waiting in the 

audience. We'll take all the planning items at 2. 'We do have an 

emergency request from the Sheriff coming in. We'll try to cover 

that as quickly as possible. Mr. Chance? 

Mr. Chance: Thank you Madam Chairman. Madam Chairman, I'd like to ask Mr. 

Durea a question as their representative of Beker. 

Mr. Durea: Yes sir. 
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Mr. Chance: Or maybe a couple of questions. Mr. Durea, you realize the 

communications problems between phosphate companies and the Board 

of County Commissioners that we've had in the past and you realize 

the image that the average citizen has of phosphate companies and, 

especially after some of the reclamation programs that have occurred 

in Polk County and other things. It seems to me that if the Board 

of County Commissioners, in good faith, says to Beker, "We want our 

staff to have time to review a document that you presented to us 

today before we make our decision," that you would say, "We'll give 

you that extra time because we know that you're acting in good faith 

and we won't hold something like, well, if you don't act on this 

we may have to haul all our phosphate rock to another Port." You 

understand what that's going to do to the image? It's just not 

going to help the image. I realize that you have a problem but we, 

our staff has said to us today, "Just give us time to review this 

document and than make a recommendation to it." As far as I'm 

concerned, the mine is out there, the permit's been issued, you're 

mining the rock. That issue, set that issue aside. You've got the 

contract with the railroad. The only issue we have to resolve is 

whether or not you can carry the rock over the road until you get 

the railroad in. Seems.to me that you'd give us that time. It 

would only be a few days and youwoultin'' t; say, "Well, if you don't 

do that we'll haul the rock to somewhere else and they will get the 

revenue." I think the reguest that we made today is a reasonable 

request and I'd hope that you'd give us those few days. And, you 

know, without holding something like that over our heads. 

Mr. Durea: Well, I think it's more than a few days. We're probably talking 

about a month with the holidays, as Mr. Eckenrod spelled it out. 

And I think that you have made a reasonable request. Therefore, 

on.behalf of Beker, I would try to make a reasonable request and 

say, forget 111 loads a day, or whatever it is, let Beker move 

50 or 60 loads a day. So that the rock which is now being filled 

underground and is going into a stockpile at least can be moved out 

so that the plan can properly function. In fact, it seems to me 

that that would be a reasonable compromise and I'm sure that Mr. 

Harllee can be instructed to go before the Judge tomorrow and 

(inaudible) the hearing if something like that would apply. So 

that's the art of compromise. We each give a little. 

Mr. Chance: That sounds better than a, that sounds better than 111 or 125 

loads a day to me. 

Mr. Durea: A reasonable number. We would do it within the same provisos 

that we have established — providing safety patrol and all that. 

Mrs. Glass: There was another point, too, that was implicit in this and that 

was whether or not the County could ask Beker, and I think you've 

stated it in here, to proceed on the matter of making the tradeoff 

from the dam to the well field. Because that would be of great 

advantage to the County and by a diminished amount of trips and 

perhaps that type commitment, perhaps we could begin to move in a 

positive direction. 

Mr. Durea: Absolutely. 

Mrs. Glass: It's on the table and I think we've skirted around the issue 

and I think that's why Mr. Wilford's here and Mr. Hun sicker's here 

because they have examined the value of that I'm sure. The point 

being that, we're at a point now, as Mr. Chance says, this is going 

to be done. We've got to preserve those roads, we've got to have 

a commitment that those roads are going to be in the same condition 

when you finish as they will be at this point. Perhaps lesser trips 

would create less problems on both sides but we do know that you 

want to move something out of there. And there doesn't seem to be 

any great benefit in trying to not negotiate. 

The other matter of substantial deviation still remains. And that's 

very clear from both of our attorneys the ruling on that deviation. 

Mr. Gardner is here and has also been involved in that. 
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What I am going to suggest is we recess for lunch and come back at 

1:30 and perhaps we could take this up for a few minutes and see 

where we're going with it. Give everyone a chance to either consult 

with staff or do what you need to do and have heartburn with your 

lunch. But, this is something we can't rush into today. So if it 

means we're going to have to take time, Mr. Earl, are you going to 

be around all day? 

Mr. Earl: Whatever the Board desires, yes. 

Mrs. Glass: Well, Mr. Fay I know will be here. Mr. Goldstein, you gonna 

be here too? 

Mr. Goldstein: Yes, I will. 

Mrs. Glass: We do have this emergency matter with the Sheriff. We'll take 

that up, I'll go to the planning and zoning items because we've held 

these people up this morning, but if we have an indication of 

somewhere over lunch that we can dispense with this quickly after 

lunch, we'll say that on the microphone when we come back. Or we'll 

defer it until 4 or 5 o'clock. Thank you, gentlemen and ladies. 

(AFTERNOON) 

Mrs. Glass: Mr. Earl. 

Mr. Earl: Until a few minutes ago I thought we might have reached a 

concensus in our discussion with Beker but Mr. Harllee, who'll 

follow me up here, says that apparently is not the case now. If 

I can brief you on our discussions. We had discussed the 

possibility of Beker until February 1 being able to engage in 

limited trucking -- the 60 trucks a day that they asked for -- with 

the understanding that they would stop the same number of trucks, 

60 trucks, now coming in from Polk County. Also, with the 

understanding, .that this Board would have the right, should there 

be any imminent danger to the public health, safety and welfare, 

to terminate such temporary shipments. In return for that, we 

thought Beker had agreed with the concept of having to reach an" 

overall settlement by February 1st, that is if County's outstanding 

concerns, all the County's outstanding concerns, were not resolved, 

they"would have to stop trucking. Your consent would be eliminated 

as of February 1st. 

Those concerns are, number one, reclamation of the Phosphate Mining 

Coordinator would be satisfied as to the specificity "of the mining 

plans and reclamation plans. Number two, that Beker, by February 

1st, would have agreed to undertake the obligation of constructing 

some replacement for the secondary containment structures. A well 

field was discussed to provide emergency water to fhe County. The 

third issue was a monitoring program in place and agreed to by the 

Phosphate Mining Coordinator and the Health Department. The fourth 

issue was a resolution to the satisfaction of the County, the 

transportation issues. A further part of that discussion was the 

understanding that the hearing set for tomorrow would be moved to 

March 1st and that Beker would agree to, regardless of when an 

overall settlement would be reached, to the conduct by this Board 

in a substantial deviation hearing on February 26th. There are some 

other details but I think that's the essence of our discussions. 

I guess it would be appropriate to turn to Mr. Harllee, our Beker 

spokesmen to explain what their position is, I haven't heard it 

myself. 

Mr. Harllee: First I'd 

while we had an 

discussion back 

that were layed 

didn't have the 

discussions. 

like to thank you all for staying around all day 

opportunity to discuss. I didn' t -term our 

there as reaching a concensus because the things 

on the table by your att'orneys after lunch, we 

authority to agree to or disagree to, but they were 
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We don't have any problem with any of the requests made as outlined 

by Mr. Earl except that we can augerate(?) to say that in effect 

there will be thirty days that the trucks will not operate. We just 

can't do that from a corporate standpoint and then we don't have 

the authority to agree to that. The rest of it we have no 

problem with. There was one thing he didn't mention that came up 

in the back room and that was that for every truck that was shipped 

from the Wingate Creek Mine, Beker would agree to reduce a truck 

coming from Polk County. We can't agree to that either because we 

have a contract, a (inaudible) contract, and really they only 

travel from the north end of the County line down to the Port 

anyways, so I don't really think that to be a significant problem. 

That's really the only difference that we have at this time is this 

thirty days. 

Mrs. Glass: Is that the thirty days between February 1 and March I? 

Mr. Harllee: Yes Ma'am, 

date any sooner 

they're holding 

complete accord 

twenty-eight days, and we just cannot get 

I've been up there twice since lunch to 

that date for us. And other than that we' 

to try to sit down and work out all these 

a court 

check and 

re in 

items. 

Mrs. Glass: Thank you. Mr. Earl had a comment to make. 

Mr. Earl: Yes Ma'am, if I might point out, they are not agreeing to a thirty 

day delay unless they are saying to us that they have, do not think 

that settlement can be concluded by February 1st. If we reach 

settlement of all those issues, they can continue. That's the whole 

purpose of the deadline to give all parties ... 

Mrs. Glass: So that's the stop there at February 1st, but we may well have 

achieved settlement of all the issues by that period of time? 

Mr. Earl: The goal of that deadline was to give both parties some incentive 

to resolve the thing. 

Mrs. Glass: I see. Mr. McGavic? All right, Mr. Harllee. 

Mr. Harllee: I didn't mean to imply that we weren't able to reach a 

settlement prior to March 1st. If it happens on January 15th then 

that will be the date, but from an operational standpoint, in 

effect, 

Mrs. Glass: You can't risk that thirty days, is that it? 

Mr. Harllee: Really, in effect, you're asking us to, by reaching this 

agreement, to give up the plans that we've already made to comply 

with the present preliminary injunction and then in effect you are 

shutting down a mine for thirty days. and from just a pure business 

economic standpoint we can't do that. We will do our deadlevel best 

and work as hard as we can and I think we've tried to demonstrate 

in the last few days here by at least the agreement with the 

railroad that that's what our intent is. And that's what we have to 

offer, but we just can't accept that thirty day hiatus in there. 

We don't have a problem with any of the rest of it. 

Mr. McGavic and Mr. Chance: Madam Chairman? 

Mrs. Glass: Alright, Mr. McGavic and then Mr. Chance. 

Mr. Chance: How many days is it going to take, Mr. Harllee? 

Mr. Harllee: To do what? 

Mr. Chance: To reach an agreement. How many do you think it's going to 

take? 
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Mr. Harllee: I don't think the issues are as complex and involved as some 

other people do. I first thought basically we layed out today what 

we were wanting to do and that they just apparently need some 

clarification or some refinement, that's it. But I think what your 

attorneys are saying is that having the February 1st deadline adds 

an incentive to Beker to do something. What we're saying is that 

if we can get it accomplished by January 15th, we certainly will 

and it's seems, you know the real problem is if we could get a court 

date on February 1st that'd be fine too, you know, but we can't and 

that's where we stand. But we'don't have any problems with the 

things that were advanced at all. 

Mr. Chance: Let me ask you a question. What if, what if all this hadn't 

happened with Judge Smith and it was determined that you, there was 

in fact substantial deviation, and you weren't out there mining the 

rock, you know. I think all of that should have been considered, 

like we said a while ago, a year ago, and we should have already 

been through this meeting we're having today six or eight months 

ago and now we're trying to resolve the problem and it looks like 

we are going to be able to. It just seems to me that it's a 

reasonable request and today is the 17th of December, and we are 

talking about two months, and look how far we've come since December 

the 8th. 

We've had the County Commission authorize representatives to meet 

with Beker, all day meetings with Mr. Earl, Goldstein, Fay, 

Eckenrod, Harllee, Jerkins, Bartow and Durea. Beker attorneys 

completed negotiations with Seaboard Coastline Railroad. On the 

15th a whole group of people, and I'm not going to attempt to read 

all those names. The 16th the proposal was submitted to Mr. 

Goldstein. All of this has happened since the 8th of December plus 

Mr. Durea has worn a pair of shoes out over here in this office, 

and I'm sure put some miles on an airplane flying back and forth 

to New England. So it seems'to me it's a reasonable request. It 

seems to me that all of a sudden the wheels are turning and now we 

are going to stop them again. 

Mr. Harllee: No, I don't view it that way, and I think really the problem 

is the timing of, I guess if you want to call it a safety valve, 

but the Court hearing. And really when you think about what Beker 

would try to accomplish at the court hearing, tomorrow or whenever, 

is a benefit to Beker, obviously, if they were allowed to continue 

to use Port Manatee, and it would also, it would be a benefit to 

the Port itself, too. 

Mr. Chance: Do you have a contract with the Port? 

Mr. Harllee: Yes. 

Mr. Chance: What does the contract say? 

Mr. Harllee: What do you... 
' 

Mr. Chance: About shipping rock, and tonnage of rock. 

Mr. Harllee: It says, well there are some annual guarantees in there. 

Mr. Chance: How.much are they? 

Mr. Harllee: I think right now they're at the 800,000 ton level. 

Mr. Chance: So, that's going to continue if you live up to'your contract 

with the Port, I would imagine. 

Mr. Harllee: Well the, I'm not going to attempt to quote the preliminary 

injunction. What the judge had to say about that when he found that 

the Port hadn't built the needed rail facilities that they had 

contracted for. 
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Mr. Chance: But neither has Beker. 

Mr. Harllee: Well I understand that, I'm not debating that. I'm just saying 

that maybe I could defer to Mr. Durea. This was not a legal 

decision this was a management decision. Maybe he can better inform 

you of this. 

Mrs. Glass: Mr. McGavic has a question and then I'll get, Mr. McGavic, Mr. 

Vickers, and maybe he can answer all these questions at one time 

please. 

Mr. McGavic: If we agree today to the February 1st deadline and we don't 

come to an agreement by February 1st, we've got twenty-eight days 

to again try to reach an agreement before the next hearing, is that 

correct? Somebody nod. Thank you. I seems to me that, first of 

all, I don't see where the sixty trucks that are coming through 

Hillsborough County into the Port now should really be a part of 

the negotiations. They're already there and they have been there 

for a long time, I don't see that that should be a trade off for 

sixty trucks using some other route. But, I'm not sure why we 

should agree to use February 1st as the date, it seems arbitrary. 

I suspect our attorneys feel like maybe that would give Beker some 

incentive to move ahead, but the fact still remains that at the end 

of January, if an agreement hadn't been reached, negotiations 

hopefully will still continue to resolve this matter. We are 

talking about roughly sixty-three days from today to March 1st. 

I don't know that it's practical for us to set all the machinery 

in motion to monitor a program for thirty-five days. This position 

our attorneys are taking to February 1st. If we've got to put a 

program together and operate it for thirty-five days, and then 

disban that program at the end of that period of time and then pick 

it up again perhaps a short period later, I'm not sure what the, 

what we would have gained by that. 

So the two points that Mr. Harllee said that we still haven't 

reached agreement on are the date and the sixty trucks that are 

coming through Hillsborough County at the present time. Now I would 

hate to think that that rock would be transported through Manatee 

County along some other route other than down Highway 41 from the 

north as it presently is, but I suppose that's, that could happen. 

At this point, my feeling is that there should not necessarily be 

a trade off of sixty trucks for sixty trucks, as they'll be on 

entirely different routes and one of them is being used now and 

hasn't apparently caused any problems and I need to have Mr. Earl 

or someone representing the County explain the advantages again for 

using February 1st instead of March the 1st. 

Mrs. Glass: Thank you, Mr. Vickers... Alright. 

Mr. Earl: Yes sir. The answer to that is based on the track record in this 

case to (inaudible). We find ourselves tonight at eleventh hour 

negotiations. We found ourselves before the trial, October 30th, 

in eleventh hour negotiations. We wanted to insure that we would 

not again be subject to eleventh hour negotiations on this matter, 

we wanted to have a target for both, an incentive for both the 

County and Beker to resolve this matter. The history is eleventh 

hour negotiations. Commissioner. 

Mrs. Glass: Mr. Earl, let me ask a question so that we understand a little 

bit better. We're talking about a February date whereby we would 

arrive at an overall settlement and then you outlined six things. 

First, the reclamation specifications, matter of the well field, 

monitoring program, the resolution of the transportation issues, 

then the last two items had to do with litigation, with the hearing 

March 1st and the substantial deviation hearing February 26th. Now 

am I correct in assuming that an overall settlement on February 1st 

would obviate the need for those, for going to court in those 

hearings, or do those hearings still remain? 
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Mr. Earl: I presume, depending on the exact (?) circumstances, that the 

judicial proceedings, Mr. Fay and Mr. Goldstein can correct me on 

them, would be the vehicle by which we affectuate the settlement, 

and that would be resolved, we would not have to be in court March 

1st. The substantial deviation issue, I think under the law, you'd 

have to go through that process, public hearings, and allow the 

public opportunity to speak. 

Mrs. Glass: Okay, that I understood. So the issue of what happens between 

February 1 and March 1 would be over if we reached a settlement on 

February 1st. 

Mr. Earl: That's correct Mrs. Glass. 

Mrs. Glass: So that the risk, there is an element of risk there but there 

is an element of risk on the part of the County also. 

Mr. Earl: Certainly. 

Mr. Chance: Madam Chairman? 

Mrs. Glass: Mr. Chance. 

Mr. Chance: Mr. Earl, I don't know if I should say this or not but I'm going 

to say it. Are we, right now, we're faced with a situation where 

the company has agreed to everything that we have asked them for 

except the time limit. If they go to court in the morning and Judge 

Smith "rules in their favor and then they have everything that they 

want and nothing that we've asked them for. Is that the position 

we're in right now? 

Mr. Earl: As we indicated earlier, it's possible that could happen, we don't 

think it's probable. It's impossible to predict what the Court will 

do. 

Mr. Chance: Well, the reason I'm saying that is because the court in its 

first decision was not to allow the trucking and then came the next 

order that said they could truck it east. I'm not sure what the 

order's going to say tomorrow. I am leaning towards saying, let's 

just remove the time limit if they agree to everything in the, 

everything that you've pr®8®1'111^ here and not take our chances 

tomorrow. I don't know what the judge is going to do, and I don't 

think any of us know what the judge is going to do. I think it's 

a gamble on both sides, a gamble for them, a gamble for us, but I 

believe that I know if they will do the well field, I know what 

benefit that's going to be for Manatee County. I know how that'll 

help us" down the road, and it'll just be a trade-off from a 

containment down to a well field as I see it and the County would 

benefit from the well field. 

Mrs. Glass: Mr. Vickers? 

Mr. Vickers: Mr. Earl, we'll still be going with the March 1 date, is that 

correct, if we don't have an agreement? 

Mr. Earl: Unless the settlement is reached on... 

Mr. Vickers: Ye'ah, but if we don't have a settlement agreement it will 

terminate on March the 1st anyhow. So we're talking about, 

basically what we're talking about, bottom line now is twenty-eight 

days. Correct? If we haven't agreed, by February if we haven't 

agreed, then we have basically twenty-eight days to try and do this, 

if not we will be in court and then that will determine it at that 

point. They'll terminate their, at March anyhow either proceed 

ahead or quit. Is this correct? 

Mr. Earl: If the Board so proceeds, yes sir. 

Mr. Chance: Madam Chairman? 
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Mrs. Glass: Mr. Chance. 

Mr. Chance: Well, it seems like, you know, just sitting here watching 

what's happened since I've been on the Board of County Commissioners 

and hearing the thing about the trucks and the railroad, that by 

Beker's decision to go ahead and talk to the railroads and get a 

contract with the railroads, maybe they haven't said publicly, "We 

admit that we were wrong but we were going to ship the rock by 

railroad." They haven't said that publicly but what they've done 

is an indication to me that they're a little bit worried about their 

position in the substantial deviation hearing. Now I don't know, 

I'm not going to attempt to speak for them, but it looks like a 

pretty good trade-off. You're still going to have the substantial 

deviation hearing but, this will give them a chance to do business 

and not hurt them financially the eighteen months that the 

railroad's being built. So it seems to me that it'd be to their 

advantage to come through with what they've said they'll do today 

and to our advantage to let them go ahead and not take our chances 

upstairs tomorrow with the possibility of losing the well field and 

everything. 

Mr. Earl: The only thing I would add to that, some of the topics are, and 

I think Mr. Wilford and other members of the staff can tell you, 

it's not.a matter of just saying yes tonight, it's a matter of some 

intensive negotiation on the reclamation clarification; for example, 

the well field, where is it going to be?, how much will they spend,? 

what kind of well field will it be?, and (inaudible)? So I think, 

it's not, if you agree tonight you're not, those issues are not 

assured a settlement. Some very tough negotiations, I suspect, are 

ahead if those are to be settled. But I think there has been a very 

substantial, as we told you this morning, forward movement in this 

in the last few days. 

Mrs. Glass: And, is it safe to say that you, do you feel that we might lose 

some of that momentum if we don't set some tight deadlines on this 

thing? 

Mr. Earl: I think the deadlines assist both sides but I'm not wed to those, 

I don't think any of the staff are, it's a matter of judgment I 

think in, 

Mrs. Glass: Then I think that the one consideration, several members of the 

Board have stated that they might be willing to go along with the 

removal of that twenty-eight days because all will come to a stop 

on March 1st at any, at that point anyhow. 

Mr. McGavic. 

Mr. McGavic: I would note that this period of time we're talking about, 

sixty-three days, is probably going to be the period of time when 

we have the most traffic on the roads in the community. We are 

going to learn in a hurry what the effect of this is going to be, 

and I think we need that information. 

Mrs. Glass: I might ask also, Mr. Earl, does that include that all of the 

things in the settlement proposal are included too? That is the 

maintenance of the road and the bridge replacement, and all of those 

matters. And, 

Mr. Earl: There are some additional items which we talked about orally with 

you. 

Mrs. Glass: Yes. Well, I think that from what Mr. Harllee said, the only 

problem they have is with that twenty-eight days and it appears that 

what.I' ve heard from the majority of the Board, I don't hear anyone 

objecting to letting, what do I want to say, allowing limited 

trucking during that period. 

Mr. Earl: Until March 1st as I understand. 
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Mrs. Glass: Now the other issue is, one of the sixty, the trade-off of sixty 

for sixty, and the company has said they cannot do that because it 

contracts and so on. What's the Board 

Mr. Chance: I think as long as they don't use the same route, as long as 

they, the company, says that they're going to use the route. Route 

41 from the north. And if they identify the trucks, the sixty 

trucks, as Mr. Davis would like for them to do so we'll know which 

trucks are coming from the Wingate Creek Mine, where we can get a 

handle on what's happening out there, I don't see that as a big 

problem because you're talking about some of them coming from the 

north, 41, that are already there and you're talking about sixty 

coming from out there. So I, you know, I don't see that creating 

a big problem if they're not going to use the same. roads. 

Mr. Earl: Again, that's just a judgment call, it's not negotiations. 

Mrs. Glass: I think that's what Mr. Earl is trying to point out. They've 

made a clear cut case of our needs and I think that the Board's 

intent has always been, it may not be perceived that way, is 

reasonable as possible. We are going into a court case. I think 

that'll assist us also in a show of some reasonable sign. I think 

you have said that from time to time. Do we need a motion in order 

to settle these matters, today? 

Mr. Earl: I suspect we need some instructions to sit down with 

Mrs. Glass: Instruct staff to bring back 

Mr. Earl: Beker. 

Mr. Fay: May I make a suggestion? 

Mrs. Glass:. Yes, sir. 

Mr. Fay: If the Board, or the majority of the Board, is in favor of what 

we've talked about today, it is my suggestion that you make a motion 

to approve the oral proposal in concept as stated in the record 

today with those changes you've mentioned, the date to March 1st, 

the elimination-of sixty day trucks, or sixty trucks from Polk 

County, instruct staff to cause this document, the attorneys to put 

this, have this proposal put in writing and have the proposal become 

effective when it's reduced to writing and signed by somebody on 

behalf of.the County and somebody on behalf of Beker. That way we'd 

get it back into the record arid you'd have it all. Everything's 

been orally done today would be in writing in the record. 

Mr. Chance: Mr. Fay, I think the only mention of the sixty trucks was that 

they're going to be using sixty trucks out of the Wingate Creek 

Mine. I don't know what they're bringing in now. We're not talking 

about cutting that back. I don't know if it's sixty or seventy-five 

or whatever. 

Mr. Fay: Eliminating the reference to the Polk County phosphate rock 

transportation. So a motion, that might say that the Board move to 

approve in concept the settlement stated into the record, today 

eliminating the reference to the Polk County trucks and the February 

1st date to be effective as of the time the oral proposal is reduced 

to writing and signed on behalf of Beker and behalf of the County. 

If that motion passes then you would authorize either Mr. Earl or 

myself to sign on behalf of the County, so we wouldn't have to have 

another Board meeting. 

Mrs. Glass: I understand that. Mr. Harllee, yes please. 

Mr. Harllee: I have a problem with it, it may be just a matter of semantics, 

with-what Mr. Fay suggested was that you approve this in concept 

until we reduce it in writing. 

Mrs. Glass: Let me get you on the microphone, please. 
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Mr. Harllee: I have a concept, and it might just be a matter of semantics, 

that we can clear up, is that he suggested, as I understood, that 

the motion would be that you would approve in concept until it could 

be reduced in"writing. I think we have to either agree or not so 

that we can tell the judge that we are not going to have a hearing 

tomorrow. 

Mr. Fay: I anticipated Mr. Harllee would offer his good offices, either 

tonight or early tomorrow morning^ to get it reduced in writing, 

so that we can get a court reporter and do it just as fast as the 

lawyers can talk. We can get it down. Right now is what we are 

arguing, right now it's an oral, it's just the tape unless you. we 

have no actual. What I was going to do is repeat in writing what, 

or somebody's going to repeat in writing, 

Mr. Harllee: Why can't we do it at nine-thirty in the morning when the court 

reporter's already ordered. 

Mr. Vickers: We won't be in session then. 

Mrs. Glass: Let the record note that was a little side caucus going on 

between Mr. Harllee and Mr. Fay. 

Mr. Harllee: In our presentation this morning what I had really envisioned 

was (inaudible) of what I'm sure Mr. Goldstein and Mr. Fay are 

familiar with in lawyer-settled cases, is that we just show up at 

nine-thirty in the morning and tell the judge that we've been 

instructed by our clients and this is what we've agreed to and let 

the court reporter take it down. Then it's done as a matter of 

record under the court rules, in front of the judge, and it's 

binding. 

Mr. Chance: We can't lose there, because if they don't agree they go to 

court. 

Mr. Harllee: Would that be okay Mr. Goldstein? 

Mr. Goldstein: I have no objections. 

Mr. Fay: That's the same type of procedure that I just mentioned. 

Mrs. Glass: Alright, but I want to make certain that we've already said all 

the matters that are in the settlement proposal are agreed upon and 

then the six items that Mr., well they're not negotiated — they're 

just information -- but the items such as the, that Mr. Earl 

outlined will be added to this. And we will not include the trade¬ 

off for sixty trucks coming from Polk County but we will limit it 

to the sixty trucks, and we will eliminate the February 1 deadline 

for an overall settlement and work toward a settlement between now 

and the court hearing. So we will not stop, that will not stop the 

trucking until we've either gone to court or settled the matter. 

Mr. Fay: It will automatically stop March the 1st if we don't have a 

settlement by March the 1st and then by March the 1st we go to 

court. It's (inaudible) 

Mrs. Glass: Alright, as long as all of those are in your agreement when you 

go up to the, yes, Mr. Chance? 

Mr. Chance: One thing's important, though, that limit the one time 

annually if you limit it to sixty trucks. Of course, by March the 

1st, you know, you don't worry about that, but we are not agreeing 

to this document exactly the way it's written, I don't think. 

Mrs. Glass: It contains, you want to make certain that all of those things 

though, the programming around the bus hours and all of that will 

be taken care of. 
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Mr. Harllee: Those conditions that we've proposed, that eighteen months 

apply. There are twenty-five ton trucks, and the other thing I want 

to make clear, Mr. Earl asked me to, is that irregardless of 

whether we reach some sort of agreement, it's my understanding that 

we don't oppose the hearing on the substantial deviation issue, 

which they want to set for February 26th. 

Mrs. Glass: Fine. • - 

Mr. McGavic: The limit of one million tons is an upper limit. 

Mrs. Glass: No, you don't have to meet it. Mr. Goldstein, are you 

comfortable with that? You'll be going into court in the morning 

with Mr. Harllee, right? 

Mr. Goldstein: (inaudible) 

Mrs. Glass: Pardon me? 

? (inaudible) 

Mrs. Glass: Well, whomever. Because, "I only did this because Mr. Goldstein 

was called upon earlier to answer whether or not we were clear on 

these items. Do you still need a motion Mr. Fay? 

Mr. Fay: Yes Ma'am. You need to authorize us to do as Mr. Harllee and Mr. 

Eckenrod talked about this, stipulating into the court record. So 

I guess your motion would be to approve the settlement, orally 

-stated into the record, and authorize us to so stipulate before the 

court tomorrow, eliminating the reference to Polk County trucks and 

eliminating the reference to the February 1st date. So it's now 

all as of, it runs through March 1st, and everything else that was 

stated including the proposal submitted this morning is still, 

quote, would be included. We dictate all this into the record 

tomorrow. 

Mrs. Glass: Alright. Now that's a rather lengthy motion. 

Mr. Fay: Alright'. The motion would be to authorize the attorneys for the 

County to stipulate during the hearing tomorrow the proposal 

submitted 

Mrs. Glass: those things-agreed upon today. 

Mr. Fay: Yes,.Ma'am. • ' 

Mrs. Glass: those things agreed upon today. You don't have to talk about 

the sixty or sixty. 

Mr. Fay: Right. That's right. 

Mrs. Glass: Those things that the Board of County Commissioners agreed upon 

with counsel and with Beker today will be so stipulated. 

Mr. McGavic: So move Madam Chairman. 

• • . ' ' \ 

Mrs. Glass: I have a motion by Mr. McGavic. - - 

Mr. Chance: Second. 
' 

Mrs. Glass: Second by Mr. Chance; Discussion? All those in favor signify 

by saying "Aye". 

Voices: "Aye" 

Mrs. Glass: Those opposed "Nay". Motion carries unanimously. We thank you 

one and all. This meeting stands adjourned. 

- i - - 
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